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DEFINING A “SETTLEMENT COUNSELLOR”DEFINING A “SETTLEMENT COUNSELLOR”DEFINING A “SETTLEMENT COUNSELLOR”DEFINING A “SETTLEMENT COUNSELLOR”DEFINING A “SETTLEMENT COUNSELLOR”

For this project settlement counsellors were considered to be counsellors who provide direct, front-line services
specifically to immigrants and refugees.  Most counsellors who fit this description work in community-based,
non-governmental agencies.  These include agencies which have been established to serve a particular ethnic/
linguistic group and centres which provide services to a variety of groups, usually in their own languages.
Counsellors in these two types of community agencies were the primary focus for this project.

DEMOGRAPHICS:DEMOGRAPHICS:DEMOGRAPHICS:DEMOGRAPHICS:DEMOGRAPHICS:

Changing Profile of Canada’s Immigrant PopulaChanging Profile of Canada’s Immigrant PopulaChanging Profile of Canada’s Immigrant PopulaChanging Profile of Canada’s Immigrant PopulaChanging Profile of Canada’s Immigrant Populationstionstionstionstions

The country of origin of immigrants to Canada has changed significantly over the last forty years. Prior to
1961, over 90% of the immigrants originated from Europe (primarily United Kingdom) and United States of
America. The proportion of immigrants from “non-traditional” areas in Asia and the developing world has
been on the rise since 1970s (See Appendix 2a for data on Immigrant Population by place of birth from 1961
to 1996), and during the 1990s accounts for about 70% of new immigrants. These immigrants diverge more
radically from Canadian norms in terms of their economic, social and cultural experience. Many of them also
differ racially, making them visibly and permanently different, at least in this respect1. This has implications for
their social and economic integration. Over 71% of the new immigrants settle in the three largest Census
Metropolitan Areas (CMA) of Toronto (42%), Vancouver (17%) and Montreal (12%).2

Immigrants settle in Canada under a variety of categories or ‘classes’ – skilled workers, business, and family
reunification. The largest single group of immigrants today is the ‘independent’ or ‘skilled worker’ class – those
selected by Canada because of their skills or education and their anticipated contribution to the economy. Of
the 174,100 immigrants accepted as permanent residents in Canada in 1998, nearly half were in this category.3

To qualify under this category, prospective immigrants have to get a certain number of points which are
awarded according to age, language ability, type of work they intend to do in Canada, qualifications and
experience in that area.

This system has brought many highly educated people to Canada- 72% of the ‘independent’ immigrants in
1998 had university degrees. However, newcomers face significant difficulties in getting recognition for foreign
credentials leading to significant barriers in access to trades and professions that are regulated. The result is a
highly educated and experienced underclass of immigrant professionals and tradespeople that are unemployed
or underemployed in Canada. This lack of recognition leading to highly educated people having to take up
survival jobs and the accompanying loss of status and self-esteem makes the settlement and integration process
more difficult.

Settlement counsellors and tSettlement counsellors and tSettlement counsellors and tSettlement counsellors and tSettlement counsellors and their clientsheir clientsheir clientsheir clientsheir clients

A survey of settlement counsellors across the province conducted by the provincial government (MCC, 1986)
found that settlement counsellors are predominately female (75.9%), immigrant (68.7%) and university-educated
(62.7%).  These data correspond closely to the demographics of the participants in the pilot courses.  In
addition we know that the majority of settlement counsellors speak the languages of their clients.  Statistics
show that 88% of clients using OCASI member agencies across Ontario receive service from staff in their own
language (OCASI Immigrant Services Database, 1988).
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From the available data, we can construct a profile of the typical settlement counsellor.  She is:

• female
• immigrant to Canada
• 25 to 44 years old
• university-educated
• bi- or multi-lingual

We also have demographic data (although not completely parallel) on the clients who use settlement services at
community agencies (OCASI Immigrant Services Database, 1988).  We know that most clients are from Third
World countries (71%) and are people of colour (62%).  The majority (55.7%) are female, and the largest
single age group are adults from 25 to 49 years old (46.5%). The majority of clients (63%) have little or no
ability to speak English.

From this information the following profile of the typical client of a settlement counsellor in a community
agency emerges:

• female
• landed immigrant in Canada
• person of colour from a Third World country
• 25 to 49 years old
• very limited spoken English

Statistically, this profile represents the type of client most commonly served by settlement agencies; however, it
is important to remember that for each individual worker the diversity of clients is great, reflecting the huge
spectrum of people emigrating from the country of origin.  Her clients range from children to seniors, from
people with low literacy levels to those with post-graduate degrees, from individuals who lived and worked in
large urban centres at home to people from rural areas who farmed and fished for a living.  It is a multifaceted
clientele with diverse needs; as a result, the settlement counsellor may end up becoming friend, philosopher in
addition to serving as a credible source of information on issues ranging from employment, health care, schooling
for children to discrimination and family reunification.
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORSSERVICES PROVIDED BY SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORSSERVICES PROVIDED BY SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORSSERVICES PROVIDED BY SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORSSERVICES PROVIDED BY SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORS

The spectrum of client needs is large, and so is the range of services provided by settlement counsellors in
agencies in various immigrant communities.  On the following pages is a compilation of the usual functions
which settlement counsellors perform (Figure 1).  This is a composite profile; no one settlement counsellor
would handle all of these functions.

Major responsibilities of settlement counsellors usually include:

· Assist clients with the intake process, assess client needs and provide settlement and adaptation
services to clients as required.

· Provide interpretation and translation to clients as required.

· Facilitate access by providing link between clients with specific settlement needs to available
resources in the community, social services, professional services and government programs.

· Do case advocacy on behalf of clients with institutions, landlords etc. and assist clients in filing
appeals and complaints.

· Conduct group and individual orientation and counselling on variety of settlement related topics
such as, housing, education, transportation, employment etc.

· Do outreach to assess community needs, promote programs in the community and participate in
networking and coalition building with other service providers, agencies, communities,
organizations and institutions providing service to clients.

· Recruit and train volunteers to work in programs and to provide supervision as required.

· Maintain client records, program statistics, and reports and provide regular updates to the
Executive Director/ the program Co-ordinator / the funder, as required.

· Assist with fundraising activities.

· Participate in staff meetings, case management sessions and committees.
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Figure 1
SETTLEMENT COUNSELLOR JOB FUNCTIONS - A COMPOSITE PROFILE

A.A.A.A.A. INFORMAINFORMAINFORMAINFORMAINFORMATION AND REFERRALSTION AND REFERRALSTION AND REFERRALSTION AND REFERRALSTION AND REFERRALS

1. Receive immigrants and refugees on arrival

2. Do newcomer orientation
• develop and deliver orientation sessions for individuals and groups
• do cultural sensitization with clients

3. Provide information to clients
• immigration • housing
• family benefits/general welfare • employment
• employment insurance • health
• workplace safety and insurance • education
• training • ESL classes
• family law • legal aid
• finance

4. Make referrals

• refer clients to agencies providing services related to the above areas
• find housing for clients

B.B.B.B.B. AAAAACCESS AND ADVOCACCESS AND ADVOCACCESS AND ADVOCACCESS AND ADVOCACCESS AND ADVOCACYCYCYCYCY

1. Facilitate client access to services

• telephone for appointments
• escort clients
• provide linguistic and cultural interpretation
• translate documents
• assist clients in filling out forms
• write correspondence for clients

2. Advocate for clients

• do case advocacy on behalf of clients with institutions, employers, landlords
• assist clients with appeals (e.g. Canada Pension Plan, Family Benefits)
• assist in filing complaints (e.g. employment standards, human rights issues)
• advocate for refugee claimants (e.g. access to work permits, language training)
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C.C.C.C.C. COUNSELLINGCOUNSELLINGCOUNSELLINGCOUNSELLINGCOUNSELLING

1. Assess clients

2. Do short-term supportive counselling
• provide emotional support, encouragement
• counsel clients on problems of adaptation

3. Provide long-term counselling
• individual casework
• family counselling
• marital counselling

4. Do crisis counselling
• by telephone and in person (e.g. abused women)

5. Provide employment counselling
• orient clients to the Canadian job market
• do career planning with clients
• assist with resume-writing, coach clients on job search
• advise on accreditation of qualifications
• arrange job interviews and placements

6. Provide specialized counselling services
• health/family planning
• legal
• torture victims
• addictions

7. Organize and provide support to self-help groups
• abused women
• youth
• seniors

D.D.D.D.D. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCACOMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCACOMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCACOMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCACOMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

1. Do outreach to assess community needs

2. Develop programs and activities
• support groups
• training programs
• collective advocacy (social action initiatives)
• social, cultural and recreational activities

3. Promote programs in the community
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4. Recruit and train volunteers to work in programs

5. Give training workshops/educational sessions
• newcomer orientation sessions
• ESL classes/skills training
• citizenship classes
• volunteer training (e.g. interpreters)

6. Speak in public
• act as a resource person for the community at large (e.g. on needs of immigrants and refugees)

7. Participate in networking and coalition building
• organize around issues important to the community

8. Evaluate program effectiveness

E.E.E.E.E. ADMINISTRAADMINISTRAADMINISTRAADMINISTRAADMINISTRATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

1. Supervise other personnel
• trainees, volunteers

2. Participate in meetings
• staff
• board and committees
• interagency

3. Participate in agency’s financial activities
• help prepare budgets
• assist with fundraising activities
• writing grant proposals

4. Write reports on specific programs or services, as required by the organization.

5. Keep statistics and document client information

6. Perform secretarial functions (e.g. typing and office reception)
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FAFAFAFAFACTORS TCTORS TCTORS TCTORS TCTORS THAHAHAHAHAT DETERMINE SCOPE OF SERVICEST DETERMINE SCOPE OF SERVICEST DETERMINE SCOPE OF SERVICEST DETERMINE SCOPE OF SERVICEST DETERMINE SCOPE OF SERVICES

Given the large number of potential job functions for settlement counsellors listed in the composite profile,
what are the factors that determine which of the services will be offered by a given worker at a given community
agency?

TTTTThe larger communityhe larger communityhe larger communityhe larger communityhe larger community

Much depends on the availability of services within the larger community for a particular group of immigrants
- specifically, how accessible those services are in terms of the language capabilities of staff and the cultural
sensitivity of the service.  If, for example, family counselling services are not available in the larger community
for Group A in their own language delivered by staff with knowledge of Group A’s culture, then the settlement
agency in Group A’s community will often of necessity find itself filling that gap.  The settlement counsellor
there will do family counselling in addition to her/his other functions because there is a need in the community
and no one else is meeting it.

As well, the attitude of the society to a particular group of immigrants will influence the services provided by
the community agency.  If, for example, there is a high degree of racism in the society towards a particular
group, individuals in that group will not be successful in accessing public services and participating equally in
the society.  Members of this group may look to the settlement agency for advocacy and social action initiatives.

TTTTThe client grouphe client grouphe client grouphe client grouphe client group

The background and experiences of the clients served by the agency is another factor affecting service.  If many
of the agency’s clients are refugee claimants for example, the settlement counsellor may find herself actively
involved in immigration issues and possibly in crisis or long-term counselling.  If a particular client group is
uncomfortable with discussing personal problems outside the home with professionals, the worker may focus
less on personal counselling and more on advice giving around practical, concrete problems.

There are many other factors that vary across client groups and affect the types of service provided, for example:

• previous exposure of the clients to the language and culture of the new society
• position of power or powerlessness of the client group in the society, depending on factors such as

race, class and gender
• attitudes of the clients towards the dominant culture
• clients’ expectations about what the settlement counsellor can or should do for them
• clients’ political viewpoint

An example of how political viewpoint might affect what services a client wants or will accept from the worker
would be: if a client comes from a politically troubled country where she felt the best defence was to keep a low
profile, she will likely resist initiatives suggested by the settlement counsellor which involve pressuring the
government for social change.
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TTTTThe individual settlement counsellorhe individual settlement counsellorhe individual settlement counsellorhe individual settlement counsellorhe individual settlement counsellor

Another important variable influencing service is the skills and attitudes of individual counsellors.  Related to
skill levels, if certain counsellors feel confident providing information and referrals, but less confident doing
counselling, the focus of their service will likely be on the former.

Attitudes such as their view of their mandate as settlement counsellors will also affect services they provide; they
may feel, for example, that counselling is part of their job, but advocacy is not.  This attitude may also be
influenced by the counsellors’ degree of political awareness and past political experiences.

If the settlement counsellor is herself an immigrant, the services she offers will be affected by her own experiences
of immigration, her attitudes to the dominant culture and her priorities for settlement.  If, for example, based
on her own experiences, she feels that getting a job as soon as possible and saving to buy a house is paramount,
she may focus on job placement and de-emphasize language or skills development.  If she is not an immigrant
or visible minority herself, she may be less personally familiar with experiences of discrimination; she may
therefore put more emphasis on training to help the individual “fit in” to the dominant culture, and less on
advocacy for social change.

Finally, the nature of the relationship between settlement counsellors and their clients and the cultural context
for that relationship is important.  If a worker in a particular culture is expected to be the equivalent of a
personal friend whom one can call on for favours, that worker may spend a lot of time providing practical
services such as escort and interpretation and less time on formal counselling. With the increase in the number
of people immigrating or coming as refugees to Canada from war-torn areas, this aspect has taken on another
dimension – that of the counsellor and the client being from opposing sides of the conflict. A settlement
counsellor who feels strongly about the ethnic conflict in the country of origin may find it difficult to deal with
a client who belongs to a different ethnic community.

TTTTThe settlement agencyhe settlement agencyhe settlement agencyhe settlement agencyhe settlement agency

The nature of a particular agency will also greatly affect services provided by its settlement counsellors.  The
agency’s mandate, whether it be to provide general settlement services, or specialized skill training, will be a
major determinant.  Size is another factor.  If an agency is small, with a staff of two or three people, the worker
will be a generalist, providing services that in a larger agency might be assigned to specialists.  For example, a
large agency may have a legal worker; in a small agency the settlement counsellor will act as a paralegal in
addition to other job functions, doing initial assessments of clients’ legal problems and interpreting Canadian
law to them.

The agency’s philosophy and policies also affect what its counsellors do.  For instance, an agency whose board
of directors leans towards maintaining the status quo will probably not encourage its counsellors to engage on
the job in action for social change.

TTTTThe funding sourcehe funding sourcehe funding sourcehe funding sourcehe funding source

Another relevant factor is agency funding.  If the funder of an agency’s settlement services specifies the type of
service that can be provided, this will influence the worker’s scope.
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For example, many community agencies receive funding from the ISAP (Immigrant Settlement and Adaptation)
program of Citizenship and Immigration Canada.  The types of services that are eligible for ISAP funding are
strictly defined.  They include:

• reception
• information/orientation
• referral to community resources
• interpretation/translation
• counselling (advice and support)
• preparing clients to actively seek employment

They do not include long-term counselling, advocacy for change at a systemic level, education and other
services.

The ISAP program’s list of eligible services reflects the federal Immigration Department’s position on settlement
services - they are initial, short term, shock-absorber type of services provided primarily to permanent residents,
convention refugees or some holders of Minister’s Permits.  (Canadian citizens and refugee claimants are not
included.)  The priority in the ISAP program is providing services during an immigrant’s first year in Canada.

Counsellors and agencies that agree with, or must for practical reasons accept this definition of settlement work
will likely limit their activities to those prescribed by the funder.  It is not uncommon in fact to hear a staff
person refer to herself as an “ISAP worker”, which indicates the degree to which some counsellors feel defined
by the funding program.

Other funding sources such as the United Way and the Ministry of Citizenship, Culture and Recreation provide
agencies with funds that allow for a more holistic approach encompassing individual counselling, advocacy and
community development.

GOALS OF SETTLEMENT WORKGOALS OF SETTLEMENT WORKGOALS OF SETTLEMENT WORKGOALS OF SETTLEMENT WORKGOALS OF SETTLEMENT WORK

So far in this chapter, in examining the context of settlement work, we have noted the diversity in the field - the
differences in client needs, agency mandates, attitudes of counsellors and types of service provided.  We now
need to ask what the common goals, are which draw together all those involved in the delivery of settlement
services.  Different  counsellors may be involved in finding housing for newcomers, running support groups for
assaulted women or participating in lobbying campaigns.  What is the connection between these diverse activities?
Is there a vision of settlement work that unites settlement counsellors and sees their efforts as directed towards
a common goal?
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ROLE OF TROLE OF TROLE OF TROLE OF TROLE OF THE SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORHE SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORHE SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORHE SETTLEMENT COUNSELLORHE SETTLEMENT COUNSELLOR

In this model of a long-term, two-way settlement process, both sides require services.  The needs of the clients
change over the settlement period and the counsellor needs to be sensitive to this dynamism. Figure 2 gives a
brief overview of the settlement process over a five-year period and the changing needs at different phases of this
process (ARF, 1994).

In the initial phase of contact, the immigrant needs orientation to the new environment and access to housing,
jobs and services, as well as to deal with culture shock and stress and anxiety about being in a new environment.
The settlement counsellor’s role as an expert resource person and information specialist is critical at this point.
At the same time the mainstream society needs assistance in reaching and communicating with the clients.  The
settlement counsellor assists by providing access to clients, client escort, orientation to basic health and human
services, and linguistic and cultural interpretation to facilitate the interaction.

As time passes the newcomer’s immediate needs are taken care of and the society is able to utilize the new
immigrants as employees, taxpayers and consumers.  More long-term issues of adjustment for both sides come
into play.  The settlement counsellor may be called upon to do casework counselling with immigrant families
experiencing breakdown, to help develop positive mechanisms for coping with change, or to advocate for
clients caught in the intricacies of bureaucratic systems.  At this point the mainstream service institutions
depend on settlement counsellors to cover gaps in their services, such as the lack of culturally appropriate
counselling.  They also use settlement counsellors as trouble-shooters when interactions with immigrant service-
users become complicated.

Finally, if groups of immigrants attempt to progress in the society and encounter discrimination and systemic
barriers (to job promotions, for example) the settlement counsellor functions as a community mobilizer and
organizer.  For the society, she acts as a public educator (on issues such as human rights and anti-racism) and a
mediator.
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FIGURE 2FIGURE 2FIGURE 2FIGURE 2FIGURE 2

THE IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT PROCESSTHE IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT PROCESSTHE IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT PROCESSTHE IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT PROCESSTHE IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT PROCESS

The ways in which groups of immigrants or individual immigrants settle in Canada will vary. Age,
class, education, gender, occupational group, etc., all play a role in the settlement process.

Not all of the things listed in the description below are experienced by all immigrants with the same
intensity. Some of the immigrants you serve, however, may experience some of the following issues.

Please note that different immigrants settle at different rates and that these timelines may vary. Also
note that if the health and human service needs of immigrants are not met in the earlier stages of
settlement, the resources required to meet their needs later will usually be greater.

0 to 6 mont0 to 6 mont0 to 6 mont0 to 6 mont0 to 6 months after arrivhs after arrivhs after arrivhs after arrivhs after arrivalalalalal

      THOUGHTS  ISSUES AND    RESOURCES         POTENTIAL
   AND FEELINGS       NEEDS     REQUIRED         RESOURCES

         REQUIRED

• sense of being on
holiday

• delight in new things

• fascination with things
unique to new home

• favorable comparison
of new home to old

• culture shock

• sense of displacement

• lack of context for
understanding new
home

• lack of desire to get
to know new home

• desire to avoid and
criticize things unique
to new home

• stress and anxiety
about being in new
environment

• unfavorable
comparison of new
home to old

• physical orien-
tation to
institutions and
services in new
home

• getting profes-
sional or
vocational
accreditation,
learning English
or French,
looking for
work and skills
development

• changes in
socioeconomic
status

• creation of a
home or ‘nesting’

• establishing a
peer group

• contacting
people of the
same background
for support and
mutual aid

 • assistance meeting
basic physical needs
(e.g., the need for
work, shelter, food,
clothing, etc.)

• information on
professional or
vocational
accreditation

• language training

• ‘life skills’  training

• information on
skills development

• orientation to basic
health and human
services (e.g.,
hospitals, health
centres, etc.)

• orientation to
religious institu-
tions, lifestyles,
educational
facilities, food and
child care

• recreational
opportunities

• interpretation services

• help accessing
financial institutions,
receiving legal aid or
setting up a business

• information on
ethno-specific
social clubs

• information on
heritage programs
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6 mont6 mont6 mont6 mont6 months to 3 years after arrivhs to 3 years after arrivhs to 3 years after arrivhs to 3 years after arrivhs to 3 years after arrivalalalalal

      THOUGHTS  ISSUES AND         RESOURCES  POTENTIAL
   AND FEELINGS       NEEDS          REQUIRED  RESOURCES

  REQUIRED

 • sense of being in a
‘honeymoon’ phase

• happiness over move

• remembering
original reasons for
move

• anxiety over
separation with
what is familiar

• fear of further
change

• sense of isolation
suppressed anger
and depression over
inability to cope in a
new environment

• mourning of old life

• loss of self-esteem

• feeling that no one
is interested in the
person, his or her
accomplishments,
and country of
origin

• sense of disillusion-
ment or embarrass-
ment at not being
able to achieve
something or meet
expectations.

• desire to achieve
something in new
home

• desire to contribute to
new home

• frustration and sense of
helpless-ness over
inability to contribute
in a meaningful way

• desire to bring friends
and family to new
home

• negative coping
mechanisms developed
(e.g., withdrawal from
friends and family,
substance use).

• positive mecha-nisms
for coping with change
(e.g., joining heritage
groups, making new
friends, getting
involved in
community groups,
etc.)

• family roles change
and reinforce - or
undermine - the family
structure (e.g., parents
and children become
.experts on different
things)

• reasons for move are
now unclear

• experience of having
self and accomplish-
ments  rejected by host
community.

• counselling or help
dealing with
mourning process

• help finding or
creating mutual aid
or support groups

• information on
how to take care of
self and family.

• connection with
achievements in
previous life

• information on
how to establish
ties to former
achievements

• new challenges
and activities

• assessment of
skills, resources
and knowledge

• help identifying
unsettling
thoughts and
emotions

• help learning to
express thoughts
and emotions

• validation of loss

• information on
how to sponsor
friends and
family members.
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3 to 5 years after arriv3 to 5 years after arriv3 to 5 years after arriv3 to 5 years after arriv3 to 5 years after arrivalalalalal

      THOUGHTS  ISSUES AND         RESOURCES    POTENTIAL
   AND FEELINGS       NEEDS          REQUIRED    RESOURCES

    REQUIRED

 • sense of permanent
disassociation from
old life

• realization that
there has been a
shift in values,
practices and norms
(i.e., a permanent
shift in lifestyles)

• sense of resolution
about move

• identification and
familiarity with new
home

• desire to ‘go back,”
to make sure that
leaving was the
right thing to do

• uncertainty about
self and future

• reluctant resolution
to stay

• loss in self-esteem

• ongoing
questioning of
reasons for leaving.

• pursuit of permanent
connections to new
home (e.g.,
development of long-
term career plans,
plans for children,
involvement in the
community, establish-
ment of peer groups,
etc.)

• return to old home for
a visit

• ongoing negative
coping mechanisms.

• assistance making
connections that
bind individuals
and families to
communities

• help establishing
goals and
objectives ongoing
help establishing
ties to former,
achievements

• ongoing help
assessing  skills,
resources and
knowledge

• ongoing help
finding new
challenges and
activities

• ongoing help
identifying
unsettling
thoughts and
emotions

•  help learning to
express thoughts
and emotions

• ongoing
counselling or
help to deal with
mourning

• ongoing help
finding or
creating mutual
aid or support
groups

• ongoing provision
of information on
self-care.

5 years and onw5 years and onw5 years and onw5 years and onw5 years and onwardsardsardsardsards

      THOUGHTS  ISSUES AND         RESOURCES    POTENTIAL
   AND FEELINGS       NEEDS          REQUIRED     RESOURCES

    REQUIRED

 • sense of belonging • person becomes a
resource for others
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

From the community perspective it is easy to see the connection between the settlement counsellor who provides
reception services and the one involved in community development.  These activities are linked in a continuum
of service along which settlement counsellors fulfil various functions at various times.  The goal of settlement
services is to help immigrants achieve full equality and freedom of participation in society, and at the same time
to enable the society to gain access to the full human resource potential in its immigrant communities.  Settlement
counsellors play a key role in facilitating this process.  And, as we shall see in the next chapter, adequate training
to support counsellors as they deliver these essential services is critically important.

ENDNOTESENDNOTESENDNOTESENDNOTESENDNOTES

1. For example, the Centre for Spanish Speaking People in Toronto or the South Asian Centre of Windsor.

2. For example, Ottawa-Carleton Immigrant Services Organization or the Catholic Community Services of York
Region.

3. The terms “Third World country” and “people of colour” are taken verbatim from the database and are used here
acknowledging that the debate on the appropriateness of these labels is still in progress.

4. This list of settlement counselor job functions has been compiled from two sources: information about job duties
supplied on application forms of the forty participants in the pilot courses and agency notices of job openings for
settlement-type positions on file at OCASI since 1987.

5. The term “cultural interpretation” is used here in the same sense it is used by the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship
( now called Ministry of Citizenship, Culture and Recreation) in its pioneering training initiatives.  “The cultural
interpreter serves to facilitate access to the social services system and to assist with cross cultural communication
and understanding between clients and professional or institutional counselors.  Cultural interpreters facilitate
both verbal and non-verbal communication between people of different languages and/or cultures.  They interpret
concepts and cultural practices to aid in the communication process.” (MC, 1987:1)  Another term that is very
similar in meaning to cultural interpretation is “cultural brokerage”, as for example in the curriculum for the
Community Interpreter Skills Training Program at the Alberta Vocational Centre.  Here a “culture broker” is
defined as “a person capable of explaining the different cultures to either client or user [of interpreting services] so
that misunderstandings can be avoided or overcome.” (AVC, 1988: vi)

6. This underlines the importance of professional training for settlement counselors to raise their level of confidence
in providing service in all the functions of their work.  In turn, this would have the effect of standardizing service
in individual agencies and across agencies in the field.

7. Canada Employment and Immigration, Immigration Manual, Section 7.14, Eligible Services or Projects, 1)
Stream “A”. Now available from Citizenship and Immigration Canada., Immigrant Settlement and Adaptation
Program (ISAP), Guide for Applicants.

8. Individual case advocacy is still covered under the program, however ISAP does not fund any programs for
collective advocacy or advocacy at a systemic or institutional level.
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FOLLOW-UP TRAINING AFOLLOW-UP TRAINING AFOLLOW-UP TRAINING AFOLLOW-UP TRAINING AFOLLOW-UP TRAINING ACTIVITIESCTIVITIESCTIVITIESCTIVITIESCTIVITIES

The nature of settlement work and the role of settlement counsellors are fertile topics for discussion.  The
activities below have been specially designed for this guide, to give trainers ideas about how they might further
explore these areas with groups of counsellors.  Participants in these activities have the opportunity to step back
from their work and examine its importance in a larger context, and to compare and contrast their views with
those of other counsellors.

Activity 1 – Round tActivity 1 – Round tActivity 1 – Round tActivity 1 – Round tActivity 1 – Round table discussionable discussionable discussionable discussionable discussion

To the trainer:

Have participants in a large group or in smaller workgroups discuss the following questions before or after
reading Chapters 1 and 2 :

• What does settlement mean to you?
• What are the goals of settlement/settlement service?
• What are the barriers to settlement?
• When does the settlement process end?
• What is the role of the settlement counsellor in this process?

If the discussion takes place after participants have read Chapters 1 and 2, have them compare their responses
to the views presented in the guide and comment on where their opinions differ.

Activity 2 – Video:Activity 2 – Video:Activity 2 – Video:Activity 2 – Video:Activity 2 – Video:

“Walk a Mile: T“Walk a Mile: T“Walk a Mile: T“Walk a Mile: T“Walk a Mile: The Immigrant Experience in Canada”he Immigrant Experience in Canada”he Immigrant Experience in Canada”he Immigrant Experience in Canada”he Immigrant Experience in Canada”

To the trainer:

This multi-media training package consists of the Participant Workbook, the Facilitator Guide, and a set of two
videos recording four broadcast programs of a public television series by the same name. The series uses
documentary interviews and situation scenarios to illustrate the newcomers’ frustrations, achievements, worries,
and progress toward becoming full participants in Canadian society. The package is available from the Open
Learning Agency*  (see footnote for contact details).

This package can be used by facilitators to help provide participants insights into how newcomers view their
integration into Canadian society. It offers opportunities to explore alternative ways in which individuals or
groups can ease tensions and establish relationships with new immigrants.

* Available from Open Learning Agency, 4355 Mathissi Place, Burnaby BC  V5G 4S8


